WORLD PEACE 2.0
From the brink of World War, to the brink of World Peace with email...
Welcome to the World of Peace, Harmony and Goodwill for all. As amazing it may
sound, but all that is possible, with YOUR HELP.
This PDF has two parts. The ﬁrst part about 10 pages will give you the basic idea of
this idea, and the second part; FAQ section will answer to any questions the ﬁrst part
may bring up. In order to fully get this idea, you really should read the both sections.
Thank You.
*****
The ever so elusive World Peace is attainable. We just have been going after it,
totally wrong way. We have been trying to talk sense to our leaders and the United
Nations, but that will never work.
There is a way to achieve World Peace by We The People power. Together we can
gently FORCE our politician around the world to reform the United Nations, so that it
will be the world's leader and the police. This will eventually lead to World Peace,
real freedom and the basic life necessities for all the people in the world.
Let’s reform the UN to the way it was INTENDED to be!
From impending climate catastrophe, many wars to the renewed assault on working
class living standards, we don’t have time to waste on the status quo, lesser evils,
and token reforms in the UN. We must tear it totally apart and rebuild it from scratch
to a world leader it can become.
As humans we really don't like major change at all. It seems that we always must go
through the same cycle: First We Resist, Then We Adapt, Then We Love. It takes a
really open minded person to be able to see the beneﬁts of something new,
especially if it's a major life changing idea. Are you one of the few who is
openminded enough to look at this plan with unbiased mind?
INSANITY
We tend to think that the world is pretty ok and this is how it should be, and that our
leaders want what’s best for us the people and our countries. But the truth is that we
are just cogs on the wheel of the society and that’s it. We are worked and taxed to
early grave.

Slave freer Harriet Tubman supposedly said about slaves in 1800’s in the US: "I freed
a thousand slaves. I could have freed a thousand more if only they knew they were
slaves."
Not only the Africans were slaves, but most people have been slaves. If you think
about the past 2000 years and all the different cultures and great societies there
have been, you will realize that just about every one of them were some sort of
economical or direct slavery societies. Only people who did well and were free at
least on some level, were the ruling classes, warlords and wealthy.
When people live in adverse conditions for long enough, it becomes a norm. And they
don’t question it, or even dare to dream about a better life. They think that this is how
it’s going to be; they settle.
In the past 2000 years, just about every insane and unbearable situation had to be
ended by revolutions that were orchestrated by the People.
I am now calling for one and ﬁnal worldwide revolution to take over the whole world,
and to bring some common sense and normality back. Sorry... not back, because
the world has never been normal, it has always been insane, because it has always
been lead by insane people.
Are you willing to do YOUR part for the one ﬁnal push to take over this planet and to
create a paradise this world could be. If not, then you deserve to keep on living in
savely in this hell hole that the world now is.
I bet my bottom Dollar, that by now you think that I must be nuts, and you probably
say to yourself: “What hell hole? What slavery? The world is beautiful”. If you did think
like that; it just proves my point that you are so deeply and completely brainwashed
that you don’t even know that you are living in economical slavery and in hell,
especially if compared to how free and great this world could be.

UNITED NATIONS 2.0
WE THE PEOPLE CAN GENTLY FORCE THE WORLD TO ACHIEVE A LASTING PEACE
by forcing the nations of the world to reform the United Nations the following way
● The UN will be totally gutted and rebuilt to be streamlined and eﬃcient.
● It will be reformed to be the world’s real leader and the police.
● The UN and all of its member nations are obligated to protect any nation that
is attacked. All wars stop here!
● The New UN will take a leading role over the world's’ nuclear-, chemical- and
biological arms reduction program.

● Within the next 20 years, only the New UN will have major armed forces. At the
beginning the New UN will lease armed forces for any armed conﬂict it may be
forced to ﬁght, from the countries that now have large armed forces.
● The UN Security Council, veto rights and all similar power structures will be
abolished.
● One country - one vote - majority wins.
● The New UN will have the power and mandate to resolve any conﬂicts, stop
wars, and to get rid of, by force if necessary of any tyrants in the world who
hurt their fellow citizens. The New UN will also be leader in combating
terrorism.
● The New UN will take a leading role in dealing with any major natural or
manmade catastrophes etc.
● The New UN will make rules and laws as how every nation must treat their
citizens.
● The New UN will govern over major international pollution, global warming,
nature and animal protection etc. issues.
The big powerful nations of the world have been trying to solve the world’s problems
with very limited results, simply because they never ever try to solve anything, but to
PROTECT THEIR OWN INTEREST! President Trump just put this very nicely in
Vietnam, when he said to other world leaders; “I will always put America ﬁrst, as I
expect you to put your country ﬁrst.” What if we would put what’s fair and good for
the common good ﬁrst? WOW what a novel concept. Because every nation on earth
does put their own nation’s interest ﬁrst; that is the very reason why nothing ever get
resolved in the world. Now it will be the New and improved United Nations’ turn to
ﬁnally resolve all of the major problems in the world once and for all.
How can we achieve this huge world changing UN reform?
By starting a massive email revolution and social media campaign, in which people
around the world are instructed to email to all of their current and future city-,
county-, state- and national representatives something like this:

“Dear political candidate or elected oﬃcial, I want to let you know that in
order to get my vote in the next elections, you must be willing to make a
public announcement that you support the UN reform and if an
opportunity ever arises during your career, you will vote for it. In other
words; you promise that you will do your best to make the UN reform
reality. Thank You.”

When enough people in different countries around the world will do this, then the
politicians will realize that unless they support the UN reform they will not get
re-elected, or elected in the ﬁrst place.
This is not a one off, but when we keep this pressure on with emails and in the social
media and also in mainstream media long enough that all politicians from local city
level all the way to the presidents will be FORCED to get behind the idea of the
reform. Then surely, it’s only a matter of time before the reform becomes a reality.
One great point is that people around the world can do conduct this revolution FROM
THE COMFORT OF THEIR OWN HOME, and practically no cost involved. How could
ANY decent person say no to this? Say no to sending a few repeat emails a week!
And the people who want to get more involved, and there will be thousands of those;
they can print posters, create FB groups and to promote this as many ways and as
much as they please.
Show me a person who wants to keep to UN and the world as they are, and I will
show you the leaders of China, Russia and the US.
The best part is that the politicians don’t have to do that much either. All they would
have to do do, is to declare that they support the UN reform on their FB page and in
media. Even this part is extremely easy. No traveling to meetings around the world,
no votings, no agreements, no public events or appearances.... nothing. How could
ANY decent politician say not to this?
Show me a politician who wants to keep the UN and the world as they are, and I will
show you an imbecile.
We don’t have to win every single countries’ support. I am sure that the majority of
the countries in the world will want this. After we have 75% of them, then those
countries can demand a vote in the UN about the reform. Of course now in power
countries will resist it, but what can they do, if most countries in the world want the
reform. They will yield!
Once We The People get the UN reform accomplished, then we can use the same
formula to force the politicians to pass many other beneﬁcial laws for the humanity,
nature and the world harmony.
If we can accomplish this once, then We The People will be in charge from that
point on, and not the politicians!

Celebrities, sport stars, musician and other inﬂuential and famous people are the
UTMOST critical part of this plan!
The easiest way to get this email revolution going is to ﬁnd some inﬂuential person
or peace organization with enough clout to be able to contact a few celebrities who
are peace activist, for example: Bob Geldof, Paul McCartney, Yoko Ono, Ringo Starr,
Bono, Angelica Jones, Opra, Orlando Bloom, Emma Watson, Kristin Davis, Anne
Hathaway, Priyanka Chopra, Cate Blanchett, Katy Perry, Serena Williams, Gisele
Bundchen, Selena Gomez, Nicole Kidman, David and Victoria Beckham, Shakira,
Sarah Jessica Parker etc., and to get them on board with this idea.
Show me a celebrity who wants to keep the UN and the world as they are, and I will
show you a moron.
How could ANY decent celebrity say not to this? Just think how easily the above
stars could energize their own fan base and the media with a few comments about
the idea. Other celebrities in their own countries would follow and spread it to their
fans. This way it could go through the world in no time. This plan needs ONE right
person to get it going.

The text above is the main part of my plan. Very simple, yet very effective. The plan
requires hardly any money and relatively little effort to put it in motion.
*****
Here is a rough idea of the direction how the UN could be reformed, and how that
will save the world from the destruction we are heading towards.
● The UN will make detailed rules and laws about how all the countries of the
world must treat their citizens. For example it will make a ruling about child
labour, girls’ school issues, forced religious teachings, forced marriage, genital
mutilations, economical slavery etc. These laws would be strictly enforced; if
necessary by the international armed coalition. If leaders of any country keep
on violating these rules, then they will be removed and tried in the
International Courts. Also the UN will make rulings over MAJOR issues like:
global warming, pollution, wildlife, whale killings and nature protection etc.
● Every country is obligated to provide the basic needs and freedoms to its
citizens. If any country is not willing to do so, then the UN will remove its
leaders, set up a temporary government and will help to run this country until

it’s stabilized. If a country is too poor to do so, then the UN is obligated to help
that country until it is capable of taking care of its people.
● The UN will be obligated by law, by any means necessary to get rid of any
world leaders, political party, religious group or armed forces, which for
example starves, imprisons people for political, LGBT or religious reasons, or
kills or mistreats their own people in any way. This law alone would stop the
most wars and people suppressions around the world.
If a person starts shooting a gun around from his balcony or beats his family,
the local police has the absolute power to remove that person who is danger
to his family or fellow citizens. Why leaders of many countries are not govern
by the same law as its citizens are? The UN must have similar rights to
remove and put in trial any heads of state, who mistreats their own people.
● The UN will be the world’s police. At the beginning the UN will hire armed force
coalitions from the countries that now have large armed forces for any warlike
situations, or to remove unruly heads of states. All nations in the UN will pay
their fair share for these operation.
Also the New UN will be obligated to protect every member nation from any
violent attacks from another country. Most importantly, once the attack has
been stopped, then the leaders, generals and all members of the government
that supported the attack will be removed and tried in the International Courts.
This will end all the wars the very moment this law becomes effective in the
New UN.
● The goal is that in about 10 to 20 years there are no more nukes, chemical- or
biological arms in the world, and ultimately only the UN will have major armed
forces in its command in different bases around the world. Individual
countries will have national guards and small armed forces mainly to be able
to protect themselves against riots, terrorism etc., if there even are any of
them by then.
● Any border disputes, independence movements etc. will be resolved in the
International Courts and the New UN will make sure that the nations adhere to
these decisions.
● There will be no more need for freedom ﬁghters in any country, because any
person or a group could challenge the current leaders in open and fair
elections.

● From the text above it may seem to some that the New UN will be some kind
of a military monster. But that’s not the case. Just the fact alone that the UN
must by law remove any tyrants who hurt their citizens, or leaders of a country
that attacks another country, will work as a deterrent, because these leaders
don’t want to go to prison. Now they know that the other nations cannot do
anything about them, and they keep on killing people and putting innocent
people in prisons. Other countries scold them, but that’s about it. In actuality
this could work out so that the New UN would never have to use any military
power, because the law alone works as deterrent. Also all the armed response
will be voted in the New UN between the member nations. No individuals or
groups can decide and start any armed operations.
● The security council will be abolished, in which ﬁve nations that won the
Second World War rule the world. These countries don’t have to adhere to the
same rules as the rest of the nations do, because of the veto rights. They are:
China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
● A new value system will be created for the New UN, which is closely
monitored so that all nations adhere to them as they interact, vote etc. in the
New UN. These values will be based on common sense and good normal
values and ethics.
● Any backroom deals, pressure, corruption, vote buying etc. in the UN will be
totally unaccepted. If a country is caught doing any of these, there will be a
penalty. If misconduct is severe; the penalty could be a hefty monetary ﬁne
and the culprits would be ﬁred.
● The New UN will be in charge and takes a leading role in major natural and
manmade catastrophes, if the affected country needs help. It’s is probably
much more eﬃcient if there is one central point that coordinates the help
effort.
● Every nation is allowed make its own rules and laws regarding political
views, governing system, oﬃcial religions etc., but they must provide the basic
human conditions regarding housing, food, basic healthcare and education
and such fundamental freedoms as: political assembly, opposition, religion,
movement, speech, media, work, equal justice, etc. to all of their citizens.
The above ideas for the New UN may seem to most people like unreachable dream.
That’s because we have been totally brainwashed to think that this mess that we now
have in the world, is the best it could ever be. The powers to be want to keep this
constant “red alert” situation on, because that’s how they stay in power.

We are so accustomed to and grown numb to the current situation that we are not
capable even dreaming that the world could be free of wars and suffering. It’s the
same, if a person has been starving and living in slavery for 50 years, he is incapable
to even imagine that his life would ever get great. Our lives will get beyond great. We
can break free from the New World Order and create a New New World Order that will
be beyond our imaginations. This is the PLAN for it, just trust me!
Of course the current UN Security Council members and countries with major armed
force will be hesitant to give up their power and arms. But in the future, as they
realize that the peaceful world is also much better for them, they will little by little get
rid of their arms.
The beneﬁts of the UN reform will show up really fast in every aspect in our lives
that even these big hesitant countries will start embracing the New New World Order.
The whole world will be more prosperous in materialistically and emotionally. This
reform will be a true miracle and a gift for individuals, corporations, governments
and the whole world alike.
In practice
It’s the world leaders of the large countries that are desperately holding on to the old
power structures. Also it’s the big money, arm manufacturers, deep states and big
corporations that proﬁt from wars and uncertainty. They don’t want peace and
harmony. By reforming the United Nations We The People can take the power away
from these entities. If we will not act soon; they will destroy the world!
We all are tired of wars, uncertainty and fear. And it’s a shame when three major
countries keep on living in the past cold war mentality, and keep the whole world in
hostage and in constant limbo of war and destruction.
The most people around the world, regardless of their country, religion, race, social
status or education want world peace and want to lead a simple good life. I believe
that people will support this idea with open arms, and are willing to do their part for
it. Especially since, it doesn’t take that much doing.
We The People are always named in the constitutional laws of the most countries as
the ﬁrst and the most important beneﬁciaries, but we always end up being just
workers in a huge industrial and governmental machine. We end up doing the most
of the work and paying the most of the cost of running a country. Politicians, big
business, rich people, banks etc. always end up reaping the rewards. This stops now!

Most importantly, once we get the UN reformed, then that will automatically lead to
more goodness, because most the people in the world want the good of the world.
This will start a new unpresented period of goodness, health, wealth and wellbeing
in the world.
We will create the real paradise that this world was supposed to be. We will take the
powers away from the people who are destroying the world in ever increasing speed.
We will break free from the Second World War era UN practises. We will make the
United Nations equal for all the nations of the world. In order save this beautiful
planet and to blossom as humans, we must give the United Nations the powers to
rule the world.
I am willing to support any feasible plan to get the UN reformed and to achieve the
world peace, but there just isn't any. We have tried for decades already and there is
not any meaningful improvement. I have a simple plan that at least has some chance
of succeeding. Don't we owe it to ourselves and the future generations that we at
least try it?
I do need YOUR HELP in distributing this plan to your social media friends, blogs,
web pages, media etc. This is not a one off, but it's important to keep a constant
pressure up worldwide. Make a text document for this project, so that it’s easy for
you to copy the email address and the message and to send it even daily.
In each city, county, state and country there will be social media groups that put out
contact information on current public representatives and of course during elections
the new candidates’ information, so that it will be very easy for anyone to send an
email to all of them at once. (Or maybe Google will do the lists for us?)
We also need all the businesses and organizations to support this effort. They can
put words: “ World Peace, World Peace, World Peace” on their letterheads, internet,
TV and print ads etc. This is also good for their image.
If we are not willing to do this this little bit; email and pressure our leaders to reform
the UN, then we deserve to exist it this current chaos and a constant fear of war. It’s
that simple; your choice!
Please do your part for the World Peace! You have no idea how the world will be
thanking you for your efforts. You will be amazed! How could you ever know where
the UN reform will lead us, when every new good deed inspires a new even greater
good deed. All I know, it will be wonderful!
Let’s do it, let’s ﬁnally transform the world!

Timo Ylä-Soininmäki
End of the part one.

FAQ

section below will answer to most of your questions, doubts and

concerns you may have. If not, please email me and I am happy to answer and to add
those questions here. Also I am very keen to get your feedback, constructive
criticism and especially your ideas as how to improve this plan. This is work in
process.

The UN reform FAQ etc.
How much suffering we have in the world today?
The consequences of OUR inaction of not being able to prevent and stop wars are
extremely dreadful.
● Over 65 million people are now displaced due to conﬂict and persecution
– more than ever recorded.
● The majority of the world’s refugees come from three countries
devastated by war: Syria, Afghanistan and Somalia.
● At least 70 conﬂicts involve non-state actors, a historic high.
● An estimated 126,059 people were killed in conﬂicts in 2014, the largest
annual number of fatalities since the Rwandan genocide in 1994.
● The past ﬁve years have seen worsening trends across conﬂict indicators:
more wars, more people killed and civilians increasingly targeted.
Sources: International Crisis Group, UNHCR, Uppsala Conﬂict Data Program
And you thought that it was getting better, safer and that there were less suffering it
the world. How wrong you were! And this is just war related problems. On top of this,
just think about climate change, animal extinction, pollution and other environmental
issues, refuges and the last but not certainly the least worrisome issue; individual,
national and total global debt crisis that it going to hit the fan sooner or later.

Can you even imagine what will happen when the world’s economical machine grinds
to a very painful halt? (And it will.) When there are mass unemployment around the
world and refugees and immigrants are willing to work for less money. Starving
refugees from the Arab and African countries are going to travel to Europe by the
millions; we have seen nothing yet. That will lead to racial wars within nations and
ultimately to maybe wars between nations and close to a total chaos.
You really think that our current UN and politicians around the world are capable of
stopping this utter madness and disgrace. THIS CRAZINESS MUST STOP NOW!
I don’t want to scare people, but I ﬁrmly believe that we will not have much time left
before the current easy money policy will come to a sudden stop. At least be
prepared: have at least six months’ worth of dry and canned foods and water in your
house. Also have portable radio, water cleaning supplies, ﬁrst aid kit, walkie talkies,
ﬂashlights, batteries, generator and guns and bullets. I hope you that will never need
them, but you just might.
There is another way, but are we smart enough to take it?
Now we ﬁnally have a workable plan for STOPPING ALL THE WARS in the world and
it could help us also to avoid the coming major upheaval, if we act fast enough. The
beauty of this plan is that We the People can do this together from the comfort of our
homes. It cost hardly any money to do, and requires very little effort from us. Just
few emails a week to keep the pressure on our leaders, until they support the UN
reform.
How could revolution ever be easier than that?
Show me a country who wants to keep the UN and the world as they are, and I will
show you China, Russia and the US.
What are all the potential beneﬁts of this plan?
Below is a list of some of the major beneﬁts. Of course some of them would show up
slowly and/or later on. One MAJOR point of this plan is that the new governing style
in the New UN will most likely spread to ALL other areas of life, from businesses to
nations. When businesses and nations realize that this new governing style is much
more effective, because it inspires people to work hard for the common good, and to
take care of oneself, own neighbourhoods, cities and nations, then that inspires to
other institutions to follow suit. And of course to predict how greatly that will change

the society is unknown quantity, but I personally believe it will be tremendous. More
than we can ever imagine!
Most obvious beneﬁt is going to be that most wars will end once and for all. Nations
can start scaling down their armed forces.
When the UN has the legal powers, mandate and the armed forces of the world in its
disposal, and the UN puts a few tyrants in jail for the crimes against humanity, then
the other tyrants in the world will realize that it’s time to start behaving, because they
will be the next. There will be no more “golden handshakes” for these tyrants, in
which they could retire to some other country with the billions of dollars they stole
from their people. This act alone will help millions of people to achieve basic levels
of a normal and free life, compared to the absolute poverty and enslavement that
they now live in.
The New UN will immediately start planning, with the help of China, Russia, the US
etc. how to get rid of nuclear-, biological- and chemical weapons.
We can ﬁnally reach a consensus about global warming, rainforest destruction, major
worldwide pollution issues, animal and nature protection, major ﬁshing quotas, whale
killings etc.
The real democracy can ﬁnally start spreading throughout the world. Also there will
not be any political, sexua or religious prosecutions anymore in the world.
The real freedom and basic necessities for all: food and shelter, basic education and
health care. Slums of the world will start disappearing one by one. Every country in
the world becomes safer and more livable.
Has there ever been another world peace plan that actually has a potential to change
EVERYTHING in the world for better? - Has there ever been another major world
peace plan that includes your own neighborhood too? - Has there ever been another
world peace plan that can really END ALL WARS, get RID of unruly DICTATORS and to
give all the people in the world the basic NECESSITIES and FREEDOMS? - Has there
ever been another plan to COMPLETELY reform the UN? - Has there ever been
another plan that is nearly COST FREE and that can be conducted from the comfort
of one’s own HOME? - Has there ever been another plan that doesn’t require hardly
any effort from the politicians? - Has there ever been another plan that could do all
this above in SHORT TIME? - Has there ever been another plan that could
TRANSFORM the world into a PARADISE? NO there has not!

This plan can deliver all that and MUCH MUCH MORE. IT will create an
unprecedented energy, joy and hope for the world and it will rise us to new heights
as humans and the world as whole.
How can I think that reforming the UN could be this easy, since thousands of smart
people and organizations have tried to do so for decades.
Reforming the UN will not be easy. It will take time and a lot of effort by very smart
and dedicated people, but I am conﬁdent that together we will be able to get it done. I
am optimistic mainly because the people who will be reforming the UN, will be
professionals with high values, morals and ethics. And there will not be any
countries, lobbyist or partisan groups trying to ensure their power and positions. The
New UN will be as neutral as it can possibly be. When good people with good
intentions create something that is good for the world work together; it will come
together surprisingly easy and fast.
Many people and organizations before have tried to reform the UN, but they have
been trying to reform it by wrong methods. They have been trying to talk to sense to
politicians and the UN personnel; that will never work. The UN is way too
complicated and has too many interest groups, and the Security Council countries
etc who are protecting their own power, so that’s why they have not succeeded.
The UN cannot be ﬁxed by little improvement here and there. It must be totally gutted
out and rebuilt piece by piece to ﬁt the new UN framework. Now the UN is like a
barely moving broken down car. It doesn’t help if we ﬁx the bummer of that car. It
must be rebuild from the ground up.
My job here is to get the email revolution on its way. I believe that this part should be
fairly easy; as soon as some famous celebrities, inﬂuential people and peace
organizations start supporting this plan, it will spread throughout the world.
The actual reform will require a lot of time and effort from big group of dedicated
professionals. First we must come up with some basic value, ethics and morals
guide lines, which the new UN will be based on; non political and non religious. Just
common sense values and ethics. Then we use these values as a guiding line to help
us to make the rules and laws on how the new UN must be and rule the world.

There should be a selected group of professionals who oversee this progres. They
will make sure that the UN laws etc. are following the guidelines of its new values
and ethics.
One of the most important issues for the UN to deal with, on top of its own internal
laws and regulation is to come up with the rules and laws as how every nation must
treat their citizens. After that is all done, then it will slowly start ruling the world,
making it better and better for all of us; animals, nature, people, businesses, nations
and the world itself.
How is the actual email revolution going to done?
People will be encouraged to collect and post lists of email addresses, all the way
from local elected oﬃcials’ to the president’s email addresses on their social media
pages. Also they will email these address to their friends and acquaintances, so that
they can in turn easily copy them and then send emails to these elected oﬃcials, and
then forward this information to their friends. That’s how it will spread. People can
write their own message, or use a pre prepared message.
The social media is big part of this plan. There we can keep on posting the message
and email lists all over the place. Especially during new elections we must ramp up
the emailing and posting. You can also send emails to embassies around the world
and other city and government oﬃces and everybody that you can think of, to show
that we mean business.
Universities, schools, churches, environmental and social justice movements and
peace organizations are also important part of this campaign. They can help by
spreading the word to their students and members. We need every kind of
organization to help with this part.
Show me a university or any organization, which want to keep the UN and the world
as they are, and I will show you ignorance.
If you belong to for example some organization and for some reason they have not
send an email to their members about supporting this effort, you can pressure them
to do so. Ask their reasoning why they are not on board with this. Also you can

pressure you school or place of work to support our movement. You can pressure
your local newspapers, TV and radio stations to talk about this.
Make YouTube videos about this issue. Host online and real meeting and peaceful
rallies about this. You could print some bumper stickers or ﬂyers and place them on
propriate places. There are countless ways for you to help to spread this effort. Your
efforts are greatly appreciated by millions of suffering children, women, men and the
world itself.
It would also be great, if this would lead to demonstrations, in which people would do
a spontaneous short demonstration in a public setting where there are a lot of
people. Such as: sporting events, parks, public transportation stations, concerts,
school grounds, city streets and especially during all political rallies and events.
People would lift one arm up and chant three times; “World Peace, World Peace,
World Peace”. Other people could join in if they want to, but just a few people would
be suﬃcient to make a public statement. This is a great reminder of the necessity of
the UN reform. It should not be too loud for the setting, or happen too often in one
time in one setting, so that it doesn’t become annoying.
IMPORTANT: We want everybody to just KEEP ON sending emails to the leaders
every day, for as long as it takes for them to start raising their hands in support of the
UN reform. You can even email to other cities’, states’ or even other countries elected
oﬃcial. This is not a one off, but it’s important to keep a constant pressure up
worldwide.
I would think that the ﬁrst countries that will reach the consensus on people and
politician level on the UN reform, might be from Scandinavia or other small EU
countries. As countries reach the consensus about this, we keep on ticking them off
one by one, and when we reach about 75%, then we can start thinking about taking
this to the UN to be voted on.
You want celebrities to help to spread this information; what do they have to do?
Celebrities can energize people around the world and get them involved with this
movement. And what’s good, is that they don’t have to do that much, but send a
message that they support the UN reform to all their media contact, fanbase, friends
and especially their celebrity and inﬂuential friends around the world. And then,
whenever they are being interviewed for TV or magazine etc. they would bring it up

that they are for the reform, and encourage others to join in. It just doesn’t get any
easier than that to save the world.
Show me a celebrity who wants to keep the UN and the world as they are, and I will
show you a moron.
Most importantly we want YOU to encourage your friend that are inﬂuential, famous,
sport, music, TV and movie stars from the local level all the way to the superstars, to
get involved with this. We need as much media exposure as possible, from the
smallest villages to the major metropolises of the world.
The celebrities, sport stars and all famous people are critical part of this plan,
because they have the media’s and peoples attention.
Most celebrities are against wars and are concerned for the environment, so I am
conﬁdent that they will join this movement. Also to be involved in a movement like
this is good for their image. This is a true win win for everybody, if there ever was one
What if your attempt to reform the UN falls short?
I am quite conﬁdent that this would not happen, but should it happen; even then at
least we would bring the necessity of reforming the UN onto the foreground. People
would start thinking in terms of how the world could be better off for all of us, if the
UN would lead the world. That could eventually lead to the reform anyway, even
without this email revolution.
What about the economic and international trade issues?
The World Trade Organization should also get more powers, so that it can penalize
countries that don’t follow the international trade laws. One is intellectual property
rights. All international patents will be vigorously enforced. Currently some nations
force companies to reveal their trade secrets to them and also to start business
ventures with them; then these companies are allowed to trade in that country. And
of course counterfeit products businesses will be dealt with. Stealing other peoples’
and business’ intellectual properties has been going on way too long.

Who do you think will resist the UN reform the most?
When it comes to nations; China, Russia and the US will most likely resist it the most.
Arm manufactures and dealers, and other similar groups that beneﬁt from wars and
conﬂict. Of course some of the UN personnel. Not everyone in the UN wants to go
through a total makeover, especially if that may mean that you may lose your job.
But surprisingly, it might also be some of the peace and other similar organizations
that will resist it. Some peace organizations are cash cows for countless of
thousands of people, and they would hate to lose their jobs. But of course there are
many good organizations also, and I am conﬁdent that they will support this idea.
Actually if a peace organization does not support this effort that is a good sign that
they really don’t want peace, but to keep on doing what they have been doing for
decades with very little results.
Also it’s very diﬃcult for some people and organizations to get behind other people’s
ideas. No one wants to admit someone else may have a better idea. It takes a strong
person with good self-worth to start supporting someone else’s idea.
As humans we really don’t like major change at all. It seems that we always must go
through the same cycle: First We Resist, Then We Adapt, Then We Love. The ﬁrst
computers and cellphones were mostly a curiosity, internet was just a toy and now
cryptocurrencies are just scams. We did learn to love computers, cell phones,
internet and soon people will adapt using cryptos and then next they are going to
love them.
It takes a really open minded person to be able to see the beneﬁts of something new,
especially if it’s a major life changing idea. Are you one of the few who is
openminded enough to look at this world changing plan with an unbiased mind?
Will the New UN put stop to the current exploitation capitalism?
We are already living in post-democracy. The deﬁnition for it, as described by Colin
Crouch, who coined this term is: "A post-democratic society is one that continues to
have and to use all the institutions of democracy, but in which they increasingly
become a formal shell. The energy and innovative drive pass away from the
democratic arena and into small circles of a politico-economic elite.”

The New UN can not put stop to it per se, but I ﬁrmly believe that even this current
rampant corporate greed and uncaring will change almost by itself in time, because
the New UN will show the world the new way of governing. Also peaceful world will
affect every soul here, so that We the People will become more humane and then we
will naturally be more concerned about everyone’s well being, and not only proﬁts. We
the People must reform ourselves ﬁrst, and then the rest of the world will reform
itself; we are the leaders of corporations, banks and countries.
Corporate proﬁts are important and I am not trying to say that corporations should
not make good proﬁts. But we all know that the top brass in many corporations are
getting greedy, as are the stockholders. As the world gets transformed, I am sure that
will will ﬁnd a good balance in this area too.
What if some countries stay outside the new UN?
It’s obvious that for example North Korea, Venezuela, Syria, some other Arab
countries and also some other small nations may stay out. Most rogue and
troublesome countries would stay outside. In time they could be lured in with
monetary aid and other incentives and/or pressured economically and politically. If a
county resists joining, it’s not because of the people of that country want to stay
outside, but because the leaders want to keep the power. In most of these countries
there are many good people in the armed forces and the government who would
want to join the New UN, and they could stage a coup. By doing that they could also
save their own skin on the trials, because they helped the UN to get rid of bad
leaders.
Also we must decide that should the UN be obligated to remove a bad leadership of
a country that does not belong the UN? I ﬁrmly believe that the UN should have that
power too. This rogue nation is still part of the family of the nations in the world, and
its people are suffering. The UN could get rid of the leaderships of a nations like this,
and then the new government/people would decide it they want to join the UN.
What if the current UN Security Council members stay outside?
I am very conﬁdent that at France, England and the US will join the New UN. Maybe
the US government would not want to join, but the people will force it to join. There
still is the possibility that China and Russia would stay outside. But by doing so they

would lose face, because they would show the world that they don’t want what’s
good for the world, but only what’s good for them.
If any nation would stay outside, they would feel isolated and could be pressured to
join with sanctions and different pressure etc. Also We the People of the world could
pressure them, by avoiding buying products or traveling to these countries. And even
in China and Russia citizens could put pressure to their leaders. In few years these
nations would start seeing that the peaceful world is also much more beneﬁcial for
them, than the old world order. Eventually all would join, for sure.
If China, Russia and the US would stay outside, what armed forces could the UN
hire to do the clean up?
It could be coalition from these countries: England, France, Germany, Australia,
Canada, India, Pakistan etc. Also even if the US would somehow be able to stay
outside the new UN that doesn’t exclude that its armed forces could not be hired to
help the New UN.
There is always a fear that what if some group of people takes over the UN and
enslaves us all. There are countless internal ways to ensure that there could not be
any kind of power grap in the New UN.
Some peace activist are against using violence.
I understand them, and also I would like to resolve all the problems in the world with
talk, but what if talk is not working? What if like in North Korea, where a crazy man is
getting his Nukes ready and at the same time his people are suffering, starving and
thrown into prison camps; how many years we keep on talking?
Kim Jong-un has his back against the wall. He knows that there is no peaceful way
out for him. He will either killed by bombs, his own people or put into a prison for the
rest of his life. This makes him very dangerous, because he’s got nothing to lose.
Once he gets enough nukes, so that he has let’s say 10 to 20 of them. He could easily
shoot one of them to Tokyo, and then say that if we attack him, the next ones will be
going to the US, China, South Korea, Europe etc. From that point on he will have the
world on the palm of his hand. He can blackmail the world, and there is nothing we

can do. He has already proven that he is crazy enough to do that. Do we want to keep
on talking for years on end, when the risks are this magnitude?
Current terrorists and dictators are one thing, but we also have new advancing
technologies to worry about. Lasers and other theological arms are getting more
powerful. What if in ﬁve years we can print Bazooka, land mines, hand grenades with
a 3d printer? I am sure that it’s only matter of time that one could make a small
electronic bomb in his garage that could take out the power grid of a small area. Also
even home computers could soon be powerful enough that we can make biological
and chemicals weapons in our garages. My point is that we MUST clean the world
out of wars, tyrants and terrorism NOW, before it’s too late. We must create a
peaceful world NOW, so that we might be able to avoid going on the route I paint
above. The world is like rat infested housing complex; you will never get rid of the
rats little by little; you must do a major clean up. After that it will be a lot easier to
keep it clean.
Who will pay for the UN reform?
Of course it will be all the member nations. Since the New UN will bear a huge cost
for the overseeing and taking care of the world there will be a UN fee that the nations
must pay according to their Gross National Product. I am certain that the money
would not be problem. Rich nations, businesses, rich people and even normal people
could all make donations to a reform fund.
Also the New UN will be streamlined. All unnecessary departments, overlaps etc.
would be cut out; and there are ton of those. This alone would mean huge savings. In
this day and age, every nation should be able to ﬁnd English speaking delegates to
send to the UN. There is a huge amount of waste in translations etc. Cutting most of
it off could save the UN as much as it cost to reform it. And no matter how big the
cost will be, it will be worth it.
What if individual countries don’t want to give up their sovereignty to the UN?
Didn’t many countries do that by joining to the EU? That was a total power grab, if
there ever was one. What would any country give up by joining to the New UN? I
cannot think one single negative thing. They would be gaining a tremendous value
from it. One of the biggest values would be that the member nations would be
protected if attacked by any other nation. Member countries could in few years

spend ⅔ of their defence budget to other areas. Only the leaders of the countries
that mistreats their citizens would feel the negative consequences.
The New UN will also be obligated to help any nation that is not able to take care of
its citizens. These two beneﬁts alone would ensure that most nations would want to
join in the new UN. The UN reform is be the world changing event we have been
waiting for!
How could the UN afford to help all the struggling nations of the world to feed,
provide shelter, basic health care and education to all?
Of course it could not do it overnight. Most impoverished nations have ineﬃcient,
corrupt and greedy leadership. In many cases a country could survive on its own if
the leaders would not steal the money. For example Nigeria, the leaders keep/steal
huge amounts of the oil wealth that the nation produces. There are countless similar
countries that have enough money to take care of their citizens, but the money
doesn’t trickle down to the people
Also the aid we currently give to the poor nation might be enough, if it went where it
was supposed to go. In some cases 60 to 90% of the aid money, food and goods
disappear before it reaches the intended people. Governmental and private charities
are notorious of having huge overhead and bloated salaries, which eat up most of
the aid money, on top of what the corrupt oﬃcials in the aid countries steal. Money to
help impoverished countries already is there, but it’s not going to the right addresses.
Many people will be out of work if there are no longer need for arms.
Yes, this plan will also have “negative” effects like this, but this is progress for the
better world. We cannot keep ﬁghting wars just because we want to keep the arm
manufacturers and dealers in business. When airplane travel got more popular, it had
an huge impact to ocean liners, trains and bus services. The Internet put many
business out of business etc. This is how the world works.
Many arms manufactures will ﬁnd new products to develop and to build. Warplane
manufactures could start building civilian airplanes, spacecraft etc. Russian arms
manufacturer Kalashnikov has already been branching out for example powerboats,
UAV’s (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), multi rotor hoverbike and their latest product is
all-terrain military and police electric motorcycles. Maybe Kalashnikov knows that

wars are about to end? And of course there still will be need for arms for police,
national guards and small armies that most nations will still maintain. And at least
some of the biggest countries countries will still have massive armed forces for the
next decade and beyond.
What would the new UN do with North Korea?
It’s almost impossible to come up with any plans now, since the situation will be
different when the New UN will open its doors, compared to what it’s now. I believe
that this situation will be resolved by then. All in all, the situation looks more and
more like there will be some sort of armed conﬂict. They have been developing a
hydrogen bomb, which is much more powerful that a nuclear bomb. The destructive
force can be 100 or even 1,000 times greater than that of the nuclear bomb.
Because of the tests blasts in North Korea mountain range. the mountain are in
danger of collapsing. Should that happen the prevailing winds would carry a huge
clouds of radioactive material to China. But for the Chinese leaders it’s more
important to play power games with the US, rather than force the North Korea to stop
the bomb program. This just proves it all over again that these leaders just don’t care
about the world, just their power games. China has been supporting North Korea
even though it’s illegal to do so, because of the sanctions. If the New UN would have
been in power North Korean situation would have been resolved AFTER the ﬁrst
breaking of international nuclear laws. It’s insane the the world leaders don’t learn
that is is useless to keep on negotiation for years with crazy leaders or countries.
They must be put in order before the situation grows out of hand.
Maybe the generals of North Korea could be promised a pardon if they stage a coup
before North Korea is bombed to ruins. The only way to save South Korean and other
close by countries people’s lives, is to make a massive ﬁrst strike with all we got.
How is the New UN going deal with the terrorism?
It will take a leading role in that too. Of course the country where the terrorist are, is
going to be part of the team. The UN is obligated to help any nation that is being
attacked by any large group of terrorist or freedom ﬁghters etc., whether they come
from outside or inside of that country. Now in some countries the leaders just don’t
care about cleaning the terrorist out, because the uncertainty and constant fear of
bombs etc. keep citizens’ minds preoccupied with fear of the terrorists. Meanwhile
the army generals get kickbacks from arms manufacturers and the rulers can empty

the coffers of the country. If you want to know why something is the way it is, look
who is making money with the situation. Follow the money!
One major difference will be that any armed conﬂict it going to be dealt with
immediately. Now we wait for years to see how they develop, while thousands of
people get killed and huge numbers of people are dislocated. If a country cannot
stop the terrorist, then the UN will go in with massive enough force to stop them on
their tracks before it gets out of hand. This applies to major terrorist groups, not
individual or small groups; they are countries’ internal issues.
What if the UN starts meddling with the internal issues of its member countries?
That will be prohibited by laws. The UN will be in charge only MAJOR international
issues. For example wars, terrorism, arms control, border disputes, overall human
well being, climate change, whale hunting, major ﬁshing quotas, nature and animal
protection, deforestation, pollution issues etc.
For example the climate change; how could it ever be resolved when both sides of
the issue basically pay for the experts to testify the way they want? Also test results
have been meddled with. In the US, the Democrats are for it, and the Republicans are
against it. As long as this is a political issue, it will never be solved. Also many
nations ﬁnd ways to cheat, so what good are the international treaties, if they cannot
be enforced? Big issues like this must be decided in an environment that is non
political and non bias either way. Only then we can ﬁnd some common way and
consensus. Also the New UN must have the authority to enforce these laws and to
ﬁne and penalize the countries that are not obeying them.
Another example, let’s say that we realize that the Brazilian rainforest really are the
lungs of the earth and they must stop cutting it down. Whatever the excuse the Brazil
may use, it’s not going to be enough to justify that we jeopardize the well being of the
earth. This is such a huge issue for the whole world that the New UN must go in the
Brazil and stop it, if the Brazilian government is not able to stop it.
In cases like this, when rainforest and other HUGE areas of the land are cleared for
agriculture they are mostly done by big greedy multinational corporations. This
happens ever increasing speed in many countries around the world. Soybean ﬁelds in
South America are one big culprit. They all have the same excuse; people need food.
But that’s a lie. If the governments in those counties would not steal all the money
and businesses would pay at least a minimum wage, the people would have enough

money to buy food etc. It’s the big greedy businesses that are the worst offenders in
these issues.
When it comes to meddling with the member nations, the European Union is the
opposite of what the New UN will be. EU controls almost everything in the member
countries. They even had a law that Cucumbers cannot be too crooked. That led to a
huge waste, because of big part of the harvest had to be thrown out. That law was
repealed, but every year the EU keeps on adding new totally useless laws and rules.
In time the EU will gain total control of the member nations.
Many people are against centralizing power into one institution.
During the past 30 some years it seems to me that many western countries are
deteriorating when China has thrived. Our roads, bridges and airports are old and
falling apart, when in China they are new and they just keep on building more and
more of them. China is an economical miracle, due to a large part of its centralized
governing style. I am not saying that we should adopt what China has, but it has
worked for them, as we in the west have been going backwards.
We need to centralize the MAJOR decisions about the world to one neutral power.
People are afraid of this because in the past this has led to dictatorships; like it did
with Mao and Stalin. It’s just about impossible that the New UN would become a
police state or dictatorship. Those days are long gone, but people still have this knee
jerk reaction to this when ever centralized power comes up.
European Union ja United States are centralized powers, and they seem to work ok.
But the New UN will work even better, because it will be lead by professionals without
political wrangling or religious ideology. All decisions would be made for the
goodness of the world, by people who are professionals in each matter they work on.
Not by politicians who are professionals only in protecting their own power.
What is your warning to the tyrants of the world?
When the new laws become effective in the UN, then there is no longer possibility of
any tyrans of getting off free. No more getting “golden handshake” and comfortable
retirement. Then the UN is obligated to remove and prosecute these tyrants.

Until the gavel hits the desk in the UN headquarters; the unruly dictators could
possibly get “a off the hook deal”. But if a dictator waits until the last minute before
the new law becomes effective, the tougher the deal will be for them and their
accomplishes. Sooner they walk away, the better deal they may get.
Murder never gets cold. Even old crimes will be investigated and already retired ex
tyrants and army chiefs are not going to be safe. When the UN takes over the nation,
its citizens will feel safe to start giving testimony on all kinds of old crimes. Lower
ranking people will be promised deals if they can indicate the higher ups. Generally
speaking the UN will mainly go after the higher level government, police and armed
forces leaders. Lower ranking members were in most cases ordered to commit these
crimes.
There will not be bail. These tyrants will be waiting for the trial in the same prisons
they threw their opponents and innocents people. All their property will be
conﬁscated and bank accounts will be frozen. Even the leaders and army chiefs’
families and close up friends and business partners properties will be conﬁscated if
they are determined to be gotten illegally.
All unexplainable wealth will be conﬁscated. Many accountants, close friends and
lower ranking people will aid the investigations in order to save their own skin. So it
will be very easy to ﬁnd the hidden bank accounts etc., and to prove ﬁnancial crimes.
How are the legal proceedings done?
Of course the New UN and the International Courts will determine that, but I would
conduct them in the actual countries, not in Hage. First there will be a through
evidence collection period, witnesses are lined up and after all that is done, the
temporary court is set up. Most judges should be from that particular country. Of
course there should also be international presence, but it’s better if the country’s own
people deal with their criminals.
The laws as how to the tyrants are tried, should be simple and clear, so that they will
not be able to hire, with the money they have stolen from their own country a “dream
team” to defend themselves, so that the trial will last for years on end.
In most cases it will be very clear what crimes they have committed, so this process
will be fast. Also they should not be prosecuted for every single crime or murder they

have committed, because it will take too long time to gather all the evidence to prove
each individual case. If a tyrant is found guilty of few murders and ﬁnancial crimes
that will be enough to put him away for life. All the other crimes that he is suspected
of committing could be read in the court so that the families of the victims of them,
will get closure too. Idea is that this process is speedy, so that the country can start
moving on.
Of course all accused will get a fair trial, but not like it’s in many western countries
where just a little doubt will get you off. Often criminals have more rights than
victims, police or prosecutors. Prosecutor has a lot tougher job to prove the case,
than the defence. After the country is liberated, culprits are in prison, properties are
conﬁscated, then this country can start rebuilding itself with a new leaders and laws.
How should independence issues be handled?
I think it will be very healing for the world if areas of some countries that have been
forcefully taken could become independent, or join back to their original motherland.
The UN will come up with the rules and laws regarding all of these border and
independence movement issues. These laws will be voted in the UN, so every nation
is part of putting these laws together. International Courts will hear these cases, and
the UN will enforce them.
These laws must be based on common sense, for example was the area taken by
force in a war? How long ago? How well has this area been integrated into the
current country? Would breaking it off cause major upheaval to the people who live
there? Do the people of that area want to leave this country, or is is just some small
group of people? Is it just an ethnic group that wants to be independent? What are
the ground for breaking off?
I would think that the start of World War II, or I could serve a good cut of point,
because they both were major wars that affected to the most of the nations in the
world. If some area was taken way before that, it’s now part of new nation, but there
could be some special cases.
What is the other option, if we don’t reform the UN?
This may give you some idea of it: China’s president declared on October 2017 that
China’s goal is to tighten the armed forces and civilian life more together; whatever

that means. Also their goal is to be the world leader and to have a world class armed
forces between the years 2035-2050. This means that Russia, India, England,
Germany and the US must keep up with China. Arm race is going to continue forever.
Unless we stop it; we can stop this utter craziness!
China and Russia are building their armed forces like there is no tomorrow. Russia is
(supposedly) scared of the NATO waging a war against it and taking it over. Are
these leaders really this crazy, or are they just playing a game of uncertainty and
fear? It’s very hard for me to believe that the Russians really fear that the NATO will
wage war against it, and that the Chinese feel that they will need all those arms for
an actual war. Could all this be because politicians and our leaders can hold on the
power the easiest when times are uncertain and constant fear of war is present?
No country in the world can even dream about taking over the world; just because
there are so many nukes, it’s impossible for that to happen. Is it possible that the US,
Russia and/or China could have a limited war? They all know that even a limited war
could easily escalate to a full blown nuclear war. So because of all this, I believe that
the war machine that these countries are building is happening because the leaders
and politicians are in the pockets of the arms manufactures and dealers.
In the US the arms lobby is very powerful. Normally Republicans and Democrats
hardly ever agree on any issues, but not so surprisingly most wars they agree on.
Could this be because they both are so heavily lobbied on?
It really is beyond all my imagination that in this century we are still fearful of each
other and spend most of our money to arms, wars and all kinds of conﬂicts. I would
understand this kind of thinking, if we were living in the 1800, but not today. So the
question is; are our leaders’ mental states based on the thinking of the 1800’s, or is
the deep state, arm manufacturers and arm dealers who are in charge here?
No matter what the answer is, we must break free from this utter craziness, before it
destroys us. Our leaders will wake up when major war breaks out, or when the rising
sea level starts washing the toes of the Statue of the Liberty in New York. Then they
will start blaming the old administrations for these problems. Even then, they will not
be able to reach in any kind of consensus, because politics is like that. Our current
UN is not capable of ruling the world; we must reform it, and give it the keys to rule
the world before it’s too late.

If we add the cost of all wars, armed conﬂicts, freedom ﬁghting, national guards,
armies, police force, private guards etc. I am quite conﬁdent to say, that close to 30%
of all the monies we have in the world go the these areas. And if we count the cost of
rebuilding bombed out countries, hospitalization of the people who know how much
that all cost.
What can We the People do for our cities and countries?
Very good question. We the People have become too docile and dependent on
governments. If there is street sign that is leaning and ready to fall down, no one
cares, even though it could easily be propped up with a stone vedge. We wait and
expect that the city workers will ﬁx it. We don’t even bother to call the city
maintenance department about the sign, even though if it falls down, we or our child
could get hurt because some driver don’t see the sign.
We also depend on the government when we are out of work, sick, want free schools,
etc. During the last century America drew people, me included to its shores who were
willing to work hard and who didn’t expected the government to take care of them.
That is one reason why it become a superpower. It had workers and business people
who were willing to work for their success. But the last few decades the politicians in
the US, in order to get votes have given more and more beneﬁts to the unions and
people. That’s why many municipalities and states are at breaking point. They just
cannot afford to keep on paying the high beneﬁts and pensions. This trend has
nothing to do with ﬁscal sensibility or even with real caring of the people, it was done
only to get (buy) votes. We will be paying a hefty price for this utmost stupidity and
political creed; just wait and see.
Also in Europe governments started all kinds of social welfare programs in the 60’s
and 70’s. These programs were mostly good and needed, but they were designed for
that time period, when there were a lot less people and all; schools, healthcare and
retirement cost much less. These programs grew year after year because politicians
just kept promising new programs and more money to people, in order to get their
votes. Now the cost of these programs has gotten way out of hand.
We must scale them down, because no nation can afford to keep on paying for them
indeﬁnitely. Don’t get me wrong; I support of taking care of the poor, sick and elderly,
but in most countries these programs are ineﬃcient, badly run and badly abused.
Some countries there are already second, third and even fourth generations that live
mostly on government support. We must start taking a hard look at these programs

and ﬁrst clean all the abuse out, make them eﬃcient and then give people incentives
and even gently force them back to workforce and out of the aid programs. It’s very
diﬃcult to feel good about yourself and your life if you live on governments help,
even though you could support yourself with work. This actually destroys lives; these
people will end up in local beer pubs and become alcoholics and drug addicts.
As the UN needs streamlining, so do our governments. A big percentage of the tax
revenue goes to waste. Over the last few decades governments around the world
have become bloated. We must dismantle these bloated beasts and rebuild them
from the scratch, as we do with the UN.
We the People must take a control of our cities. What good is the world peace for us,
if we are not able to walk fear free in our own cities and neighborhoods? What good
is for you, if there is peace in some African country, if you cannot walk to a local
market because you might be beaten, robbed on knife point or molested? Or you are
scared that your child may be lured into using drugs or getting into a gan etc.? We
must take our neighborhoods back from hooligans, gans and criminals. We should
not wait for the police to get it done for us.
We must be part of the solution. First and foremost; stop causing any havoc by
littering or any other way, and teach this also to your children. Doing your part and
instilling that to your family, will strengthen the family ties. There is no greater gift
you can give to your children than good solid values, morals and ethics. Taking care
of your neighborhood with your family is real quality time together. You will be
teaching them very important life lessons. Also keep your own yard and building
clean whether it’s an apartment or a private house. Show pride in your home and
neighborhood.
Start picking up a few pieces of trash when you walk outside. Organize cleaning
parties. Buy some paint and paint over any graﬃti you see in government property. If
it is private property and people cannot afford to cover the graﬃti, offer to do it for
them. Ask a local paint shop for paint donations, or hardware store for supplies to
repair playground etc. Get local business excited about improving their surrounding
areas.
Also you can organize safety patrols. Take photos of any gangs hanging around,
suspicious cars or people and youth groups that might be into a trouble. Make a note
of the day and time. Get a security cameras and point them to your yard and also
public roads. If enough people would instal security cameras; and then there is a

major crime, the culprits would certainly be in someone’s camera. Many serious
crimes would avoided and/or solved with these steps alone. Doing your part will
make your neighborhoods safer, more livable and you will gain new new renewed
energy and optimistic outlook on life.
Also if you know there is any drug or other serious crimes being committed in your
neighborhood, call/email the police (anonymously if you want) and give them the
details of the operation. It’s really strange that selling drugs is less of an evil than
being a snitch. Even though these drug pushers are just waiting for your child to get
old enough to start selling them drugs. How many thousands of teenage girls have
been lured into drugs and now they sell themselves in order to get the next hit. These
numbers could easily be radically reduced, if we would take our neighborhoods back
from the criminals and gangs, which now rule them.
Some people are afraid that this snitching, safety patrols and cameras will lead to
Soviet Union kind of society, where everybody was spying on their neighbours. It will
not. We should concentrate only on serious crimes; drugs, stolen property, violent
gangs etc. After our cities are cleaned out, then the need for surveillance would
lessen. If you are law abiding citizens, then you have nothing to be fearful of. People
who are up to no good, are most vocal opponents of this kind of a plan.
In many countries, even in peaceful nations like in Scandinavia we must give the
police, customs and border guards special powers for a limited time; for example for
ﬁve years. So that they can do their job and clean our cities and to keep drugs and
gun out of our nation. For example in the city of New York there was a law that gave
the police permission to frisk anyone for guns. This reduced a lot of the guns and
also the gun grime. We need to give the police powers that they need to do the clean
up.
If you are law abiding citizen, your part in this is to maybe be stopped by the police
and your car is inspected for drugs etc. Don’t get mad to the police how they dare to
stop you because you are not a criminal. Just see it as a similar safety procedure as
there are in airports. Anyone could be randomly pulled off the line for a closer
inspection. It’s done for your safety. This little inconvenience is the price you are
paying for a safer city.
We don’t have to be scared of the police. Those days of fear of a police state, are
long gone. There should be harsh penalties if any law enforcement oﬃcer is caught
misusing these enhanced powers. We must do a super cleanup, in order to be able to

start a fresh in clean and livable cities. Once the cleanup is done, it will be much
more easy to keep the law and order. We have ignored this problem too long, there is
no way to remedy this with small steps; we must do it once and for all.
If you ever seen movies or photos of 1970’s and 80’s New York, you remember how
every building, subway car inside out, delivery truck and empty spot was covered in
graﬃti. Crime; murders, robbing, burglaries, rape etc. were rampant. Every apartment
door had a strong iron bar that kept the door secured. People lived in constant fear.
Now there is lot less graﬃti, crime is way down and iron bars have be recycled into
soft drink cans. The city didn’t clean itself, but the city leadership made a decision
that this is enough, and cleaned up the city. If they could do it, so can we.
When you hear about a problem in your city or neighborhood, do something about it. I
read that people want to buy only perfect fruits and vegetables; so because of this, a
huge amounts of produce is thrown out; I started to buy Strawberries and Apples that
are now perfectly round. This is a small act, but if we all do this, we would save a
huge amounts of recourses that is spend on growing these imperfect produces. I
also keep on painting over graﬃti in a small electrical box in front of my home in
Finland. It takes me a few minutes to do. Small things matter. Look around to see
what can you do!
When we start reforming the UN, we must reform our own lives, neighborhoods,
cities and countries also. Then and only then we will be able to say that we have a
true WORLD PEACE and we are leading good lives. We simply cannot expect the UN
reform, or our politicians to take care of ﬁxing all the world’s problems, we MUST be
a BIG part of the solution, and we also MUST be willing to DO OUR PART reforming
our own lives, families and neighborhoods!
We need everyone’s help in order to transform every city, county and the whole world
to the paradise they can be; especially YOUR help.
What kind of people will the New UN draw to itself?
In most, if not all of the countries of the world politics draw mostly power hungry, big
ego, narcissistic maniacs. This is not my assessment. Some experts go as far as
saying that most politicians are psychopaths. These people enjoy constant crisis and
upheaval They love to be in the lime light pretending of solving yet another major

problem. They never do resolve anything, but just bandage it for the moment. Today’s
government draws this kind of people like a roadkill draws ﬂies.
Some people who have good moral judgement and high values get into politics in
hopes of changing it; they either quit in a year or two, or become just like the rest of
the politicians are. Cold pro politicians who only care about power and fame.
When we set up a new governing model in the New UN, in which high values, morals
and ethics govern every decision that are being made? What kind of people would
that draw to the New UN? Would today’s typical politician thrive in that kind of an
environment? I don’t think so.
In every government around the world and also in the UN, there already are
thousands of these people who feel that working for the people of a nation is their
calling. I call them invisible gray mass. They are the core of any work force that
keeps things together, but they never ever get the credit for it. In politics or in
business it’s the loud mouth, big ego leaders who steal all the glory that these people
should have.
This gray mass would be willing to work for free, because they feel that dedicated to
the well being of the world. But in the New UN they will be properly compensated and
also they will get the glory for running the New UN. This is what kind of people the
New UN will draw to its doors. These people can have their own political and
religious views, but they will smart enough that they will leave them at the coat
check, when they start making decisions in the New UN.
This is why I am very conﬁdent that getting the UN reformed would not be that
diﬃcult of a task that it may seem to many people. Yes it’s true that with the current
energy and people in place there, it would be just about impossible to get it reformed.
But with new people and new values and ethics, it will be a breeze. The UN already
has a lot of dedicated people who would love to reform and work for the New UN.
Just think about what kind of an energy would this create in the New UN! The huge
issues that we now argue about for years without getting any meaningful results,
would be resolved in a few meetings. People would work tirelessly and with full of
energy because they see clear result for their efforts, and most importantly; they see
how the world gets better by the month. With that kind of an energy and cooperation

between people, the New UN could solve the most major problems we now face in
one single year.
I know, the cynics out there are laughing by now. And I agree with them, I have been
very cynical of any major improvements or reforms about for example climate
change treaty, arms reduction deals etc., because they have never worked. Simply
because they always are watered down compromises that protect some powers and
countries. They are NEVER done ONLY for the goodness and well being of the people
and this world. Just stop to think about of the power of a decision, which is done
ONLY for the goodness and the well being of the people and this world. How
powerful would that be!
There will be a different BREED of people in charge of the New UN. The breed, whose
foremost concerned is what’s good for the word and its people. They know that
what’s good for the people and the world itself, is good for the corporations and
nations too.
This all would lead to more open societies, opportunities, better education and
healthcare for all. There would be more healthy and economically proﬁtable
relationships between nations. Russian would not need to be isolated. It could
become a respected and good partner for all the other nations of the world. Same
with China, it could become a full ﬂedged international power it’s capable of being in
the New UN. Outside of the UN it would be isolated from any decision making in the
world.
Imagine
Like the late John Lennon said “Imagine”, the world without wars would be a
paradise. No more uncertainty and being scared of where the next armed conﬂict or
war is going to break out.
The energy that will be released around the world, when we can ALL ﬁnally
collectively sigh with relief that THE WAR IS FINALLY OVER, will be incredible. It will
give us so much hope, optimism, joy, energy and most importantly love for this
world and all of its citizens that this energy will lift us from the mediocre existence
that most of us now lead, to the new highs that we cannot even imagine now.
With all the money we save from not ﬁghting wars, we will have enough money to

ﬁnd cure for all the disease that ail and kill us. We will be able to create new body
parts and medical procedures that abels us live a long and healthy life.
We could solve all the major problems in the world because we would reach a
consensus in the New UN about them. Now we just keep on arguing about them for
years on end. And whenever we do reach a some sort of an agreement, it’s watered
down and most nations don’t respect them. Now we let a few insane world leaders to
keep us in constant turmoil and fear. We keep on arguing and ﬁghting over petty
issues, while we could be concentrating the important things around us and live
large.
We could solve why we are here on this beautiful planet, and what’s beyond these
absolutely stunning celestial objects contained in the Messier catalogue. (NASA
images captured by the Hubble Space Telescope.)

When given the chance, the people will start doing their part for the world, whatever
that may mean for each person. Picking up trash in their own neighbours, painting
over graﬃti or taking their neighborhoods back from the gans etc. There will be bride
in one’s own life, work, families, property and neighbourhoods.
When there is this kind of hope, now many broken down people who are into drugs
and crime will have a new opportunity to have decent life. Most importantly young
people in the inner cities wouldn’t feel so discouraged and overwhelmed that they
could avoid getting into drugs and criminal patht. Now in the US there are whole

cities run down by all kinds of drugs. That’s because people feel left out from the
society and the American dream. They feel hopeless, because they will never be able
to succeed and provide good livelihood for their families. Media show/advertize to
them what they must have in order to be somebody, happy and successful, but they
know inside they will never get there. Knowing that you will never be enough will
slowly kill your soul. People may work two or even three jobs, but still not get ahead.
Years of this kind of abuse by the big corporations and governments; sooner or later
people will break down and then all they have to soothe their broken souls is alcohol
and drugs.
We Europeans see these US problems on TV, but they are coming to us too, no
matter how far we are from the US. I just read that in my small hometown of Lahti,
Finland they ﬁnd big quantities of ecstasy in sewage water especially during
weekends. We must stop this madness before it destroys us; because it will! Ask
yourself, do you want to see your children and grandchildren to grow up in drug
infested cities? If not, do something about it!
Where will the UN reform lead?
It’s impossible to even dream of where the UN reform will take us. Just like in the
1990’s we could not even dream about, how the Internet will change the world. We
now face the same unknow with the New United Nations.
How could you ever know where the UN reform will lead us, when every new good
deed inspires a new even greater good deed. All I know, it will be wonderful!
Timo Ylä-Soininmäki
www.suomenystavat.org
toimisto@suomenystavat.org
1. Here is the main page: http://suomenystavat.org/world-peace-now/
2. Here is the ﬁrst country the New UN should clean up:
http://suomenystavat.org/hp-highlights/fyi-military-junta/

3. Here are ideas from other people as how to solve the world’s many critical
problems. Send in your own ideas.
http://suomenystavat.org/ideas-for-the-world/
About the author: I am originally from Finland, but lived about 22 years in Los
Angeles as a successful custom furniture manufacturer with my brother. We
employed over 80 people. 2002 I left LA behind and since have written a few books:
Emotional Wealth and Comprehensive Succes. Also worked as a business
consultant. Last few years I have been working on new governing system: New Value
Based Democracy and have written two ebooks about it. Reforming the UN and
World Peace are my latest passion. I am also a stock market, gold and
cryptocurrency trader and investor. I split my time between Finland and Thailand.
(And to make it clear, I am not seeking for any money here.)
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope someday you’ll join us
And the world will be as one.
—John Lennon’s song “Imagine”
PS Do you want to translate this information into your own language? If you do, I and
the world will greatly appreciate that. I can put that information on to my website
here, or if you want to, you can set up a website on your own. You could put the
translated texts there, discussion forum, email addresses of politicians in your
country and all kinds of interesting information about world peace etc. You could
even earn some money from advertising. Let me know if this is something you are
interested in doing, thanks.

